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The EU-OECD Programme on Promoting Investment in the Mediterranean organised a workshop on 
“Strengthening the Palestinian business and investment climate” on 1st October 2019 in Ramallah, 
West Bank. 
 
The objective of the workshop was to explore how the Palestinian government can foster a regulatory, 
institutional and administrative environment more conducive to quality investment attraction and to 
business and SME development. 
 
 
Participants 

 
The workshop was attended by more than 100 participants representing a various group of influential 
stakeholders: representatives from the government, the private sector, OECD countries (France, Italy, 
Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, United States and the EU Delegation), international 
organisations (IMF, World Bank, UNDP, UNIDO and ILO) and experts from the OECD and Turkey. 
 
The meeting was opened by the Minister of National Economy, the Head of Co-operation of the EU 
Delegation and the Senior Advisor of the OECD Middle East and Africa Division. The Vice-Minister of 
National Economy and CEO of the Palestinian Investment Promotion Agency opened and contributed 
to the morning session. The second session benefitted from the presence of the Minister of 
Entrepreneurship and Empowerment who opened the session, participated in the debate, and closed 
the workshop.  
 
 
Main outcomes 
 
The workshop built on OECD work with the Palestinian Authority and the MENA region within the EU-
OECD Programme on Investment in Med (benchmarking on incentives, FDI Restrictiveness Index and 
mapping of investment promotion agencies) and the analytical and comparative framework of the 
OECD SME Policy Index to allow participants from public authorities and the private sector to discuss 
a large variety of issues related to the Palestinian investment and business climate. Experiences from 
other countries were also highlighted as relevant practices to draw upon.  
 
The government presented key on-going and future reforms, and the private sector (almost half of 
the audience) participated actively in an open exchange to call for a more strategic and coherent 
approach to reforms –  a message also relayed by the EU and the donor community. The workshop 
hence proved the relevance of public-private dialogue. 
 
The conclusions of the workshop are aimed at further orienting the governmental strategies to 
business climate policy reforms, taking into account the specific constraints faced by the PA. The Vice-
Minister of National Economy called the participants to continue providing inputs after the workshop, 
and the conclusions could indeed evolve into a living document playing the role of a roadmap. 
 
The overview of the business climate that emerged from the workshop will guide the work of the 
future EU-OECD Programme on improving the investment climate in MED (2020-2023) – the 
continuation of the current Programme, which will focus on investment policy advice and a structured 
public-private dialogue. 
 
 
 



 

Summary of discussions - roadmap 
 
Given the richness of the debates, the below summary does not ambition to be exhaustive, but rather 
to highlight key issues that emerged from the discussions. It takes a policy perspective and focuses on 
areas where the OECD would be well-placed to provide further support within existing or potential 
future projects. 
 
This summary reflects the very specific conditions in the business environment, where the application 
of commonly used business climate development tools, advice and working methods need significant 
adjustments or fully different approaches. Indeed, the Palestinian economy is characterised by 
particular challenges such as a fragmented market due to restrictions on the movement of goods, 
capital and people; limited control over economic policy, trade and customs; volatility of public 
revenues; and heavy dependence on external budgetary support. This is compounded by political and 
geographical fragmentation and volatility. This situation leads to low levels of domestic and foreign 
investment confidence, distorted markets, low productivity, lack of employment and 
entrepreneurship opportunities and external aid turned towards humanitarian needs. At the same 
time, the Palestinian economy also benefits from active private sector associations, an energetic 
entrepreneurship ecosystem, a promising diaspora willing to invest if conditions strengthen, and 
nascent initiatives to improve the business climate, including a draft companies law and a registry of 
moveable assets underpinned by a secured transactions law. Adapted and consensual strategies, 
policies, tools and advice are needed to move the reform agenda in this fragile context.1 
 
The structure of the summary follows the two main themes of the workshop (i.e. the investment policy 
framework and entrepreneurship support) and other themes that emerged from the discussions. It 
takes the form of key recommendations and proposals for improvement. 
 
Legal framework for investment attraction and business development 
 
Participants called for: 
 

 The enactment of long-awaited or amendment of outdated key legislative pieces to enhance 
the business climate, for example a draft Companies law to modernise the framework for business 
forms and governance, and the bankruptcy framework, which is not operational in practice. Many 
other laws were also cited as being under preparation or under consideration by the Government. 
These laws address policy areas such as competition, intellectual property, SMEs, consumer 
protection and insolvency. 

 

 Enhanced coherence and cohesion of business related laws and policies. As per the words of a 
speaker, “the lack of coherent unified policies” calls for: 
‒ monitoring regulatory reforms and their possible unintended effects (for example, although 

paid-in minimum capital requirements have been abolished – as reflected in the Doing 
Business report, legal fees associated with business registration are still seen as an 
impediment for start-ups and economic formalisation); 

                                                      
1 The OECD has set up the MENA-OECD Economic Resilience Task Force which brings 

together relevant stakeholders in a collective effort to address the economic challenges faced by 

MENA countries affected by conflict or fragility. Germany and the Islamic Development Bank 

(IsDB) co-chair the Task Force and PA is actively participating. The next meeting will be held 

on 2-3 December 2019 in Berlin.  

 

 



‒ Ensuring regulatory predictability for businesses and investors; 
‒ Conducting regular legal reviews. 

 

 Reassessment of FDI restrictions. The OECD FDI Restrictiveness Index shows that PA’s regulatory 
regime is the most restrictive to FDI among a group of over 70 countries benchmarked under this 
instrument. Further fact-checking and consultations with the authorities will be undertaken to 
confirm the ranking of PA in the OECD Regulatory Restrictiveness FDI Index. At further stages, the 
OECD stand ready to accompany the authorities in reassessing some of the current de jure 
restrictions to FDI. 

 

 Reinforcement of investment legal protection, in particular related to both commercial and 
investor-state disputes. Further alternative dispute resolution mechanisms might be considered, 
which could be addressed in an up-to-date arbitration law. 
 

 Protection of land ownership. It was noted that, for business continuity and expansion, land 
ownership might be more relevant than, for instance, fiscal exemptions, in particular for the many 
family businesses operating into the territories. Legal land protection should therefore be better 
ensured. 

 
 
Investment and business promotion 
 
Participants mentioned the need to: 
 

 Better link trade and investment in governmental strategies. Investment in PA is strongly linked 
to access to markets. Enhancing the investment and trade nexus would entail exploring the 
potentialities of global and regional value chains for the Palestinian economy; identifying 
promising sectors (for example IT and digital business); and furthering quality and certification to 
enhance exports potential. 
 

 Monitor investment incentives. Incentives are offered to investors in the general regime under 
the investment law, but also through economic zones and sectoral legislation. Results may not be 
the expected ones in terms of fiscal efficiency and incentives may not always target the businesses 
that most need it. Discretionary administration in allocation of incentives was identified as a 
potential issue. This situation calls for a better analysis of the cost and benefits of incentives and 
for a transparent administration, in view of a more targeted approach, e.g. towards smaller 
businesses, young and female entrepreneurs, and a thorough monitoring. 
 

 Assess the impact of economic zones as a tool for investment promotion and business 
developments. Numerous zones have been created and provide for one-stop shops and business 
development services. Sectoral clusters also emerged. A thorough assessment of their impact, 
mirroring the local business conditions, could be conducted to enhance usefulness and impact, 
but also unify a possible scattered approach to EZs and related donors support.  
 

 Enhance risk mitigation tools and diaspora investments. Businesses and investment policies 
should be adapted to the fragile and locked context. Risk insurance mechanisms could be further 
developed and expanded with diversification of providers. Innovative solutions to, and 
partnerships for, risk management could also be explored. The large Palestinian diaspora (same 
number of Palestinian people, i.e. approximatively 6 million, leave inside and outside the 
Palestinian territories) should be encouraged to conduct productive investment – not only in real 



 

estate – and use innovative partnerships involving foreign private investments and the public 
authorities.  
 

 Improve conditions for access to finance. Would-be entrepreneurs and established firms 
continue to face major obstacles for obtaining loans to create and/or growth their business, in 
particular due to lack of collateral, e.g. land ownership is not sufficiently guaranteed. Best practice 
on lending and leasing of land from other countries should be considered (for instance, the leasing 
system in Lebanon was mentioned). 
 

 Strengthen the public-private dialogue and business integrity. The resilience force of the private 
sector should be backed with stronger trust in the public sector, enhanced transparency and 
government efficiency. Enhanced use of public-private dialogues would be relevant to move the 
business reform agenda. In addition, promoting business integrity and corporate social 
responsibility (or responsible business conduct as per the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises) should be on the policy agenda as a means to promote sustainable business.  

 
 
Access to information and communication 
 
Participants agreed to: 
 

 Enhance transparency, predictability and efficiency of the business climate through better 
access to reliable data and information. A sound business climate requires an easy access to 
economic and business data, as well as information on rules, regulations, facilitation measures, 
incentives, governmental and non-governmental business development services, sectoral or 
geographical support, business opportunities, etc. The Palestinian authorities are encouraged: 
‒ To improve the business information through for example an SME portal (based on successful 

experiences in other countries) and the publication of legal investment restrictions. 
‒ To improve their statistics on investments in order to provide accurate and useful data to 

orient policy analysis and strategies. The next phase of the EU-OECD Programme on 
investment will include the conduct of an FDI statistics review and capacity-building for the 
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS). 

‒ To develop business statistics suitable to monitor the SME sector and entrepreneurial 
phenomena. Currently, PCBS does not produce breakdowns of statistics by business size as 
part of its regular statistical production, and business demography statistics are not yet 
compiled.   

 

 Enhance communication and marketing. The role of the authorities and their agencies, in 
particular the Palestinian Investment Promotion Agency, is key in communication and image-
building, with a view to influence and change the perceptions on the business climate, despite the 
local political conditions. 

 
 
Inclusiveness and business development 
 
Participants emphasised the following policy priorities: 
 
 Encourage women’s economic empowerment. A sound ecosystem for women’s employment and 

business development would include building awareness and providing analysis and policy advice 
on data, legal constraints (including access to land and ownership), access to credit and supporting 
measures. The MENA-OECD Programme on Competitiveness has been working on the legal and 



institutional frameworks to increase women’s economic empowerment, based on international 
standards and best practices to support entrepreneurship and empowerment. PA has not been 
included in the recent research and publication on the impact of legal frameworks on women’s 
economic empowerment. Depending on available resources, data and relevant information, PA 
could be included in future work.  

 
 Promote decent work in the business environment. The representative from the International 

Labour Organisation (ILO) recalled the need to pay attention to the workers’ situation in the 
Palestinian Territories, especially in economic zones and clusters. It was recommended to sustain 
indicators on labour standards in private sector employment to better analyse and improve the 
situation. The OECD is looking forward to co-operating with ILO in the future regional project 
funded by the EU on mainstreaming employment in trade and investment policies. The OECD 
could also bring its unique expertise in convening governments, business and civil society to 
develop practical approaches to promoting and implementing responsible business conduct, with 
a focus on the risk of adverse labour impact of enterprises’ operations and their supply chain. 
 

 Encourage ICT-based entrepreneurship. It was observed that a large share of the qualified young 
labour force does not find appropriate employment opportunities in the Palestinian economy – a 
situation that generates “brain drain” as talented people try to immigrate to foreign countries. 
Initiatives to promote the development of activities that exploit ICT intrinsic international nature 
(i.e. no physical borders limit, for instance, outsourcing of activities) should be considered, via the 
creation of an ecosystem that also facilitates linking with GVCs. As an example, it was evoked the 
creation of a hub of data science aimed at proposing services to businesses in the European Union, 
for instance. 

 
This non-exhaustive list of policy advice is open for further discussions with the Palestinian authorities, 
representatives of the private sector, local partners and international organisations. It intends to 
orient the possible future work of the OECD in the Palestinian Territories. In particular, within the 
forthcoming EU-OECD regional Programme on the Investment Climate in Med, the envisaged 
investment policy advice, FDI statistics review and thematic public-private dialogues could benefit to 
the Palestinian economy and will be based on further consultations to ensure a tailored approach. 
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Context 

The EU-OECD Programme on Promoting Investment in the Mediterranean, launched in 
October 2016 in Tunis, aims at supporting Southern Mediterranean countries in implementing 
sound and attractive investment policies and establishing effective institutions. Its end-goal is to 
help the region attract quality investments, create job opportunities and foster local 
development, economic diversification and stability.  

The Programme is governed by an Advisory Group, co-chaired by the European Commission and 
the OECD, with the participation of representatives of beneficiary countries, the Secretariat of the 
Union for the Mediterranean and other regional partners. 

 

Objectives and content of the workshop 

The objective of this workshop is to explore how the Palestinian government can foster a 
regulatory, institutional and administrative environment that is more conducive to quality 
investment attraction and to business and SME development. Based on the Palestinian policy 
framework, the specific local conditions and relevant policy experiences from other countries, 
participants will reflect on the design and implementation of targeted reforms that can drive 
sustainable growth and job creation, especially for the youth. 

During the first session of the workshop, participants will highlight the specific challenges in 
attracting investment and discuss possible reform paths and policy options for a conducive 
investment policy framework, according to the Palestinian priorities. They will also brainstorm 
on the ways to align investment priorities with Sustainable Development Goals. Discussions will 
build on the work of the EU-OECD Programme on Investment in the Mediterranean, including the 
benchmark and stocktaking of investment legal frameworks in Med countries, the Mapping of 
Med Investment Promotion Agencies and the OECD FDI Regulatory Restrictiveness Index, and 
more generally on the OECD work on investment and sustainable development.  

The second session will offer an opportunity to reflect on the policy framework for enterprise 
development, building on the results of the EU-OECD SME Policy Index 2018 and through 
discussions between national authorities, representatives of the private sector and international 
development agencies.  

 

Participants 

The workshop will convene policymakers from the Ministry of National Economy, Ministry of 
Empowerment and Entrepreneurship, and other relevant ministries as well as representatives 
from governmental agencies, in particular the Palestinian Investment Promotion Agency (PIPA), 
and from the private sector (including young entrepreneurs), and international experts. The 
seminar will consist of roundtables and peer-learning with OECD, EU and regional experts, 
focussing on evidence-based and forward-looking discussions. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Background materials 

Mapping of Investment Promotion Agencies: Middle East and North Africa 

SME Policy Index: MENA 2018 

Background notes of the EU-OECD Programme on Promoting Investment in Med, in particular: 

● Improving investment incentives in the MED region 

● Measuring FDI and its impact on sustainable development in the Mediterranean 

● Business linkages for inclusive investment in Med 

● Institutional Reforms of Investment Promotion Agencies with the case study of Business 
France 

FDI in fragile and conflict-affected economies in the MENA: trends and policies 

SME Policy Effectiveness in Jordan User Guides 

 

Website 

www.oecd.org/investment/promoting-investment-in-the-mediterranean.htm  
 

http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/investment-policy/mapping-of-investment-promotion-agencies-med.htm
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/development/the-mediterranean-middle-east-and-north-africa-2018_9789264304161-en
http://www.oecd.org/mena/competitiveness/promoting-investment-in-the-mediterranean.htm
http://www.oecd.org/mena/competitiveness/sme-policy-effectiveness-in-jordan-user-guides.htm
http://www.oecd.org/investment/promoting-investment-in-the-mediterranean.htm


 

Tuesday 1st October 

08:30-09:00 Registration  

09:00-09:30 Opening session  

 Welcoming and introductory remarks: 

 H.E. Mr. Khaled Osaily, Minister of National Economy 
 Mr. Gerhard Krause, Head of Co-operation, EU Delegation to West Bank and Gaza Strip 
 Dr. Marie-Estelle Rey, Senior Advisor, Middle East and Africa Division, Global Relations 

Secretariat, OECD 

9:30-10:30 Session 1: Strengthening the investment policy framework 

 
 
 
 
 

The objective of this session is to discuss reform priorities and policy options in the areas of 
investment policy and promotion. In an interactive exchange with experts, policy-makers and 
private sector representatives will explore options to stimulate sustainable investment and 
improve the overall Palestinian business climate, in the light of the economic and policy 
context.  
 

Keynote speech: Haytham Wahidi, CEO, Palestinian Investment Promotion Agency (PIPA) 
 

Moderator: Dr. Marie-Estelle Rey, Senior Advisor, Middle East and Africa Division, Global 
Relations Secretariat, OECD 
 
Discussant: Hélène François, Policy Analyst, Investment Division, Directorate for Financial 
and Enterprise Affairs, OECD 
 
This session will discuss: 
► Improving investment policies: The Palestinian legal and regulatory investment 

framework, with a focus on legal protection, FDI restrictions and incentives, will be 

discussed in light of the regional investment policy landscape and major reform trends in 

MENA countries.  

 

Panellists: 

 Hilda Shaikh, Legal Adviser, Palestinian investment promotion agency (PIPA) 

 Dr. Faisal Awartani, CEO, ALFA international 

 Ghadeer Hithnawi, General Director of investment, PIPA 

 Amal Masri, CEO, Ougarit Group  



 

  

10:30-11:00 Coffee break  

11:00-12:30 Session 1 (continued)  

 

 
► Fostering investment promotion: The institutional investment framework, in particular 

the Palestinian Investment Promotion Agency, will be analysed in light of the results of the 

OECD Mapping of Investment Promotion Agencies in MENA. The investment promotion 

strategy will also be discussed, including the role of Special Economic Zones, the 

interaction with the export strategy, and more broadly, its alignment with the Sustainable 

Development Goals. 

Panellists: 

 Dr. Ali Shaath, CEO, Palestinian Industrial Estate and Free Zone Authority (PIEFZA)   
 Ahmed Alfara, National Program Coordinator, United Nations Industrial Development 

Organisation (UNIDO) 
 

► Interactive discussions on the way forward and wrap-up  

12:30-14:00 Lunch Break   

14:00-16:30   Session 2 : Reinforcing policies and institutions for enterprise development 

Micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and entrepreneurs are the locomotive of 
the Palestinian economy, yet they face greater challenges than most of their peers around the 
world. A 2018 OECD/EU assessment of SME policies in the MENA region (the SME Policy Index) 
noted Palestinian efforts to improve the business environment and provide support to SMEs 
and entrepreneurs. The SME Policy Index also pointed to key actions, including strengthening 
the institutional set-up (i.e. definitions, statistics and SME strategy) and the provision of 
business development services.  
 
Based on the lessons from the SME Policy Index, the session will discuss: 

► Good practices in laying the foundations of SME policy, including institutional frameworks 

and the main concepts for measuring the size and performance of the business sector;  

► The role of public and private actors in providing business development services to SMEs 

and entrepreneurs. 

Keynote speech: H.E. Mr. Usama Sadawi, Minister of Entrepreneurship and Empowerment  
Moderator: Dr Amjad Ghanem, Secretary-General, Palestinian Council of Ministers (TBC) 
 
Panellists: 

 Setting the scene:  
 Mariarosa Lunati, Senior Economist, Global Relations Secretariat, OECD 
 Jorge Galvez Mendez, Economist, Global Relations Secretariat, OECD 

 International experience: 
 Salih Tuna Sahin, Vice-President, KOSGEB, SME Development Organisation of 

Turkey 



 Discussants: 
 Ahmed Abu Bakr, CEO,  Small Enterprise Centre 
 Odeh Al-Zeghmouri, Secretary General, Palestinian Federation of Industries 
 Ali Faroun, SME National Committee for Access to Finance, Palestinian 

Monetary Authority 
 
Comments and questions by representatives of the government, the private sector and 
the donor community.  

 

16:30 – 17:00 Conclusions and closing remarks  

 

The concluding session will summarise the main findings of the discussions, with a focus on 
identifying policy reforms and potential future OECD and EU support.  

 EU Delegation 
 OECD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contacts and registration: 
Nadia Kameleddine 

Assistant, Middle East and Africa Division, GRS, OECD 
Email: Nadia.KAMELEDDINE@oecd.org 

Tel: +(33-1) 45 24 75 53 
 
 

mailto:Nadia.KAMELEDDINE@oecd.org
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A AZZEH Bashar Chairman Tatweer Group Jerusalem 

ABDUL HADI Sa'd Elnasher General Manager Al-Nasher PR and Advertising 

ABU BAKR Ahmed CEO Small Enterprise Centre 

ABU DIAB Nabil General Director Association of Banks in Palestine 

ABU SIR Mohammad PIPA Staff PIPA 

ABU ZAHRA Bader Deputy Minister Council of Ministers, 

ABUAWWAD Ronza International Relations Manager 
The Palestinian Federation of 

Business Associations 

ABUBAKER Ahmad CEO Association of Small Enterprise Center 

ADJNADINE Samran 
Relationship Manager en charge de 
la Zone Liban, Jordanie et Palestine 

Union de Banques Arabes et 
Françaises 

AL ASSALI Khaled Minister of National Economy Ministry of National Economy 

AL YAHYA Jomana Head of Economic Department Mission Palestine in France 

ALAADDIN Alaa CEO InterTech 

ALAAEDDIN Kmail Director 
Council of Ministers, Cabinet 

Secretariat 

ALAMOUR Mohammad  PIPA 

ALARADAH Mohieldin  PIPA 

ALAWNEH Mahir  PICTI 

ALAYASSEH Nida Operation Manager GCL Palestine 

ALFARA Ahmed National Program Coordinator UNIDO 

ALMASSRI Tareq  PIPA 

ALWAHED Nimer Abed Director Real Estate Sector  (PRICO) 

AL-ZEGHMOURI Odeh Secretary General Palestinian Federation of Industries 

AMER Younies Chairman Al-Quds Open University 

AMRO Osama Chairman 
Palestinian Federation of Business 

Associations 

ANABTAWI Sherin  PIPA 

AREF Waseem CEO finbloom 

ASFOUR Nadim Economics Department French Consulate 



 

  

ATIANI Ibrahim Head of Industrial Licensing Division Ministry of Economy 

ATSHAN Shadi Director Leaders Organization 

AWADALLAH Suha Chief of Staff- Minister`s Office Ministry of Economy 

AWARTANI Faical   

AWEIDAH Ahmad CEO Palestine Exchange 

AYYAD Zeina Economics Department French Consulate 

BARAHMEH Jamal CEO Amaar 

BARGHOUTI Mustafa Director of Economic Relations Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

BEN HENDA Youssef 
Directeur Zone Monde Arabe et 

Turquie 
Union de Banques Arabes et 

Françaises 

CAPELLI Clara  Italian Agency for Development 
Cooperation (AICS) 

COMO Odoardo 

Head of Section, Macroeconomic 
Support 

EU Delegation to West Bank and 
Gaza 

EU Delegation in Jerusalem 

DABIS Jumana Media and Communications Officer 
Representative Office of Switzerland in 

Ramallah 

DARAGHMEH Ayman Senior Advisor 
Swiss Agency for Development and 

Cooperation (SDC) 

DARAGHMEH Mowafaq CEO Al-Forat Agricultural Co TUPACK Co 

DASOQI Manal Director general of trade Ministry of Economy 

DIRINI Jarir N 
Economic Advisor, Palestinian Affairs 

Unit 
U.S. Embassy-Jerusalem 

EL SAYED Sherine Partner and Operations Manager Global Certification Palestine 

ELFARA Ahmad UNIDO national program coordinator UNIDO 

FAISAL Awartani CEO ALFA International 

FAROUN Ali 
SME National Committee for Access 

to Finance 
Palestine Monetary Authority 

FLAMAND 
François-

Xavier 
Economic and Commercial 

Counsellor 
Service économique / Consulat 

général de France 

FRANCOIS Helene Policy Analyst OECD 

GALVEZ MENDEZ Jorge Policy Analyst OECD 

GHANEM Amjad Secretary General of the Cabinet 
Ministry of Entrepreneurship and 

Empowerment 

GONZALEZ José Luis Deputy Consul Consulate General of Spain 



HAMDAN Hadeel  Arab and Islamic Fund Affairs 

HAMID MOHAMMAD Dawoud Projects Manager Palestinian Businessmen Association 

HAMOUDA Ola PIPA Staff PIPA 

HANADI Khateeb Public Relations officer Padico Holding 

HANASH Luai  PIPA 

HITHNAWI Ghadeer General director of investment PIPA 

HULILEH Samir  PIPA 

HUSSEINI Kamel 
Chief International and Investors 

Relations Officer 
Bank of Palestine 

ILAYAN Aya  PIPA 

IMSHEE Carol Manager 
Business Women Forum - Edmond 

fashion company 

ISSA Ibrahim Sharakat Sharakat 

JAWABRAH Jamal General Director FPCCIA 

JIBAT Mohammad Manager /  VAT and Customs Ministry of Finance &Planning 

JILLEH Michael Head of Economic Diplomacy British Consulate General Jerusalem 

JOULANI Roubin  PIPA 

KAMELEDDINE Nadia Project Assistant OECD 

KARAZON Reem  PIPA 

KATBEH Lubna Managing Partner Equity legal group 

KLEIBO Mounir Representative ILO 

KRAUSE Gerhard Head of Co-operation EU Delegation to West Bank and Gaza 

KUZMA Vojko   Head of the Representative Office Republic of Slovenia 

LUNATI Mariarosa Policy Analyst OECD 
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MAALI Majed General Director Palestinian Businessman Association 

MARRAR Shuaa Director General Riyada Consulting and Training 

MASRI Amal Founder & CEO Ougarit Group 

MASSOUD Huda 
Representative Ministry of Tourism in 

PIPA 
Ministry of Tourism 

MELHEM Thafer Chairman Energy and natural resources authority 

MISEROCCHI Giacomo 
Programme Manager Economic 

issues 
EU Delegation in Jerusalem 

MITWALLI Rasha Administrative Manager Padico Holding 

MOHAMMAD Najjar 
Director on Infrastructure and Energy 

Sector 
Padico Holding 

MOUSA Khalil Manager Sabti Trading Co 

MOUSA Nael Lawyer 
Office of Palestinian Council of 

ministers 

MUKBIL Bushra Head of Office 
Local Aid Coordination Secretariat 

(LACS) 

NOFAL Mohammad Manager /  VAT and Customs Ministry of Finance &Planning 

NUSSEIBEH Dima 
Projects Coordinator / Department for 

Projects Development 
Al QUDS University (AQU) 

NUSIBAH Mohammad General Director Palestinian Trade Centre 

OMAR Hasan Consultant 

OSAILY Khaled Minister of National Economy Palestinian Authority 

QASSIS Hania 
Local Economist, Middle East and 

Central Asia Department 
International Monetary Fund 

QATTAMI Nasser Palestinian Prime Minister Advisor  
Arab and Islamic Funds Affairs 

Palestinian Authority 

QUNDAH Dema  PIPA 

REY Marie-Estelle Senior Advisor OECD 

SAADEH Shifa Director general of industry Ministry of Economy 

SABRI Said Board Member Palestinian Shipper Council 

SADAWI Usama Minister  
Ministry of Entrepreneurship and 

Empowerment 

SAFARINI Linda Program Manager Konrad Adenaeur Stiftung 
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SAHIN Salih Tuna Vice-President 
KOSGEB SME Development 

Organisation of Turkey 

SAMARA Adnan Chairman HCIE 

SAMI Tarek CEO Auto Zone Group, Peugeot Palestine 

SANAOUR Michael Private Sector Development Adviser 
Economic Development Team, DFID 

OPTs 

SHAATH Ali PIEFZA CEO PIEFZA 

SHAHWAN Raed  PIPA 

SHAIKH Hilda Legal adviser PIPA 

SHEHADEH Fawaz  PIPA 

SOUS Tareq  PIPA 

TAHA-RAYYAN Hanan Managing Partner Business Integrated Solutions- BIS 

TAHAYNA Mohammad  PIPA 

THÖNI Julien Representative of Switzerland 
Representative Office of Switzerland in 

Ramallah 

TOSSINGS Suzanna 
Second Secretary Economic 

Development 
Representation of the Kingdom of the 

Netherlands 

WAHIDI Haytham CEO/Acting PIPA 

YOUNIS Nihad Acting Director General Palestine Public Finance Institute (PFI) 

ZAGARNEH Jamil  PIPA 

ZEDAN Ibtisam Director General Union des femmes Palestiniennes 

ZUHD  Sura HR and Logistics Administrator Siraj Fund Management Company 
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Media Coverage 
 
 

 
 
 

https://www.spa.gov.sa/1976331 

 
 
 
 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.spa.gov.sa%2F1976331&data=02%7C01%7CMarie-Estelle.REY%40oecd.org%7C22037567b8e24429bbda08d74720124b%7Cac41c7d41f61460db0f4fc925a2b471c%7C0%7C0%7C637056075462679217&sdata=Ok82iskme6b5MbM2xQ7IxeU8rfuqvQD2vA3PAwVN1aE%3D&reserved=0
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http://www.maannews.net/Content.aspx?id=996517 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dostor.org%2F2852261&data=02%7C01%7CMarie-Estelle.REY%40oecd.org%7C22037567b8e24429bbda08d74720124b%7Cac41c7d41f61460db0f4fc925a2b471c%7C0%7C0%7C637056075462679217&sdata=q5yotFi5B%2BGDXI3mtBQE4VH6oWZB94Oj5JfxCZZyotE%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.maannews.net%2FContent.aspx%3Fid%3D996517&data=02%7C01%7CMarie-Estelle.REY%40oecd.org%7C22037567b8e24429bbda08d74720124b%7Cac41c7d41f61460db0f4fc925a2b471c%7C0%7C0%7C637056075462689209&sdata=dr3PvGsys0MAgpDKifjjBhBLLosbcNDYLnvtLEFPkK0%3D&reserved=0
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https://www.facebook.com/PalestineTv/videos/467892924147574/?v=467892924147574  

 

https://www.facebook.com/PalestineTv/videos/467892924147574/?v=467892924147574
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